Reinvigoration Strategies
By Kay L. Cross, MEd

Molding a Mighty Mission
C r a f t i n g a pu r po s e a nd m is s i on
s t a t e m e nt c a n he l p y ou a t t a i n
y ou r v i s i on a n d r e in v i go r a t e
your career.

Reinvigorating your business requires
that you examine where you are now
and envision where you want to be in
the future.
Crafting a purpose and mission
enables you to turn your vision into
strategies for action and accomplishment. The future holds great promise,
opportunities, possibilities and hope.
Reinvigoration is attained by making
wise and appropriate choices from the
vast array of opportunities available to
you right now.

Ponder Your Purpose
Purpose refers to your natural inclination or “calling,” your innate understanding of who you are and what you
are here to contribute. Each of us is a
special gift to the world. There will
never be another human being created
with your unique qualities and abilities.
You were molded and prepared for a
special purpose.
But what exactly is that purpose?
Defining your purpose in a tangible
way requires that you identify four
basic factors:
✶ an essential action (how you interact
in the world)
✶ a central concern (what your attention is focused on)
✶ a recipient (who will be directly
affected)
✶ an intended impact (your anticipated
outcome)
For example, in my case, I know that
I interact well in both the group setting
and one-on-one. I also know that I
want to help others live their lives with

as few regrets as possible and that I
especially enjoy working with women.
My intention is to help people focus on
living a healthy and meaningful life.
Keeping your personal vision in mind,
write a simple one- to two-sentence
purpose statement after answering the
following questions, which are intended
to spark your imagination:
✶ What are you here for?
✶ What resources do you have?
✶ What do you excel in?
✶ What were you drawn to as a child?
✶ What gifts do you have to offer?
✶ What can you do easily, naturally
and with the least amount of effort?
My own answers to these questions
led me to several realizations about my
purpose. First, I knew I was here to help
people; second, my resources include
creativity, innate leadership ability and a
passion for fitness. As a kid I was drawn
to sports. I consider my gift to be my
ability to use a positive attitude to
encourage and motivate people. Because
of these traits and passions, I have
found that I can easily lead others to
healthier behaviors. That’s how I arrived
at my purpose for myself and my
company, Cross Coaching & Wellness:
To bring quality, meaning and simplicity
back into my clients’ busy lives.

Muse About Your Mission
According to Merriam Webster’s
Collegiate Dictionary (1997), a mission
is a “specific task with which a person
or group is charged.” Molding a mission
creates energy that pulls you forward
and provides the “what” that propels
you each day.
Crafting a mission statement
requires that you transform your vision
and purpose into a specific action and
strategy. The way to do this is to match
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your “calling” or purpose in life to your
vocation. To mold a powerful and exciting mission statement, take time to
answer the following questions:
✶ What, specifically, do you want to
offer your clients?
✶ How do you plan to deliver your
services?
✶ Who is the desired recipient of your
services?
✶ What is your definition of your
“ideal” client?
✶ What do you want to accomplish
through your business?
✶ What do people need, and what are
they willing to pay for, that you
would be thrilled to contribute?
Once you have answered these
questions, sit down and create a mission
statement you find exciting and fun.
Keep your mission statement simple
and short (one to two sentences).
Remember, this is an opportunity to
completely redefine your business.
For example, I had gotten to a point
in my career where I wanted to expand
my fitness focus to include overall wellness. Toward that end, I trained in
professional coaching and changed my
company’s mission to reflect this new,
wider vision and purpose. The revised
mission of Cross Coaching & Wellness
is “to guide and educate individuals in
fully developing their personal path,
character, leadership ability and physical
fitness so that they are able to live a
well life with energy.” This mission is
accomplished through motivational
speaking, professional coaching and
personal training.

Select a Strategy
Now that you have determined your
vision, purpose and mission, it is time to
develop some simple, achievable strate-

gies to turn your mission into reality.
One way to formulate a strategy to
reinvigorate your business is to maintain
an attitude of “newness.” Thousands of
people who live in your area will never
know you exist unless you are constantly
spreading the word that you are there
to joyfully serve the fitness and wellness
needs of others.
To get the word out about your
business, try to come up with at least
three marketing strategies that ensure
that community members are aware
of your services. Some of the strategies
I personally employ are carrying my
business card at all times, sending out
10 letters each week to local businesses
and attending one chamber of commerce
meeting every other month. I also
renamed my company last year to
reflect my new services and changed
my logo and stationery.
For other ideas see “Creating a
Successful Strategy” below.

Adapt as Necessary
Creating a vision, purpose and mission
is intended to be a fun, energizing experience. Don’t take yourself too
seriously. Take a vacation or go to one
of your favorite peaceful and inspiring
locations to contemplate what you want
the future of your business to look like.
Remember, too, that the mission of
your business can change yearly as you
grow, learn and experience life. Don’t
become so attached to your purpose or
mission that you run the risk of burning
out as the years pass.
Adaptability is the key to survival
and growth, both personally and professionally. Change your schedule; take
time out each day to relax and enjoy
life. Walk out of your house every day
looking and feeling great, regardless of
your destination. Stay open to the possibilities out there as you move from
one appointment to the next. Because
I now welcome such possibilities, I’ve

learned to be gracious, approachable
and interested in others throughout the
course of every day. As a result I’ve
encountered many blessings and great
contacts along the way.
Take the time to recharge on a weekly
basis and reconnect with your personal
vision, purpose and mission. Doing so
will ultimately reinvigorate both you
and the lives of those you were put on
this earth to help.
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CREATING A SUCCESSFUL STRATEGY
>> Keep your strategy simple; for example, mail 10 letters to other businesses each week of the year
or plan to attend one weekly business lunch.
>> Create a strategy that is fun for you. If you despise attending chamber of commerce luncheons, do
something else!
>> Rename your business and create a new logo if your old name and logo no longer fit your purpose
and mission. This simple step alone can be reinvigorating.
>> Track your strategic actions so you stay accountable. Use a tracking form to stay focused during
each phase of the process.
>> Continue to implement your strategy even when you are busy and have a waiting list for clients.
think proactively; Don’t wait until you need new clients.
>> Share your renewed mission with your family and friends.
>> Enlist the assistance of a career buddy or coach with whom you can share and grow.
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